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1. A bird name Jarita lived in a big forest. 

2. Jarita’s husband abandoned her and the chicks and wandered in the woods with another 

female companion. 

3. The children asked Jarita to fly to a safe place and take another mate and live happily. 

4. Jarita planned to keep her chicks in a rat hole by the side of the tree. 

5. The elder chick requested fire to have mercy on them and not to destroy them since their 

father had abandoned them and their mother could not carry them to safety. 

6. On her return, Jarita found that her children unscathed, safe and chirping merrily. 

Match the words in column A with their meanings in column B. 

A B 

1. Lesson a. Being near at hand (3) 

2. Lessen b. Something you learn (1) 

3. Presence c. Gifts .(4) 

4. Presents d. To make less.(2) 

5. Desert e. Afterwards.(7) 

6. Dessert f. Farewell or good-bye.(10) 

7.  Later g. To abandon.(5) 

8.  Latter h. To purchase.(9) 

9.  Buy i. Second of two things.(8) 

10.  Bye j. Sweet course of a meal.(6) 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Match the following parts of sentences correctly: 

A B 

1. Jarita lived a. Our family will become extinct.(3) 

2. The air is full of agonising crash b. Perish in the flames with you.(4)  

3. If you give up your life for our sake  c. In a big forest.(1) 

4. I shall remain here and d. That her children were unscathed ,safe 

and chirping merrily.(8) 

5. I shall close the hole of the earth e. And the fire will not touch you.(5) 

6. We cannot get f. Have mercy on us and do not destroy 

us”.(7) 

7. “O mighty fire, g. Into the rat –hole .(6) 

8. The mother bird came back and saw 

with wonder and amazement 

h. Of falling tree.(2) 

 

Add –s,-es or change –y to –i,  –f to –v and add –es in their place and form the plural of 

the words given below:   

1. Flower   Flowers 2.  Wish    Wishes 

3. Tool   Tools  4. Peach   Peaches 

5. Egg     Eggs  6. Cloud   Clouds 



7. Box      Boxes 8. Tax      Taxes 

9. Wife    Wives 10. Wolf   Wolves 

11. Leaf   Leaves 12. Thief   Thieves 

13. Penny Pennies 14. Berry   Berries  

15. Shelf   Shelves 16. Bunny   Bunnies  

17. Scarf    Scarfs 18. Wish    Wishes 

19. Fox      Foxes 20. Calf     Claves 


